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The “early” years



Columbia University

● Aron and Horst “moved” from Bell 
Labs to Columbia University in 1998

● We are the first of his graduate 
students at Columbia University: 
○ Cyrus Hirjibehedin
○ Irene Dujovne
○ Rui He
○ Jun Yan
○ Trevor Rhone
○ Sheng Wang
○ Antonio Levy
○ Ziyu Liu

● There were also post-docs and many 
undergraduate and visiting students

Apologies if we are missing someone
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The privilege of working at Bell Labs

● Never-ending hallways of research labs 
with world-class research staff who 
were very friendly to graduate students

● Stimulating lunchtime conversations 
with people from across the lab

● Lively discussions at seminars



Bell Labs Pictorial Directory



Inelastic Light Scattering

Light scattering probes the dispersive excitations of many physical systems



Aron the experimentalist: keep it simple

● “Simple” experimental setup

● Paper copies of all spectra (held 
up to the light to see changes)!

● Just get the data!



Aron the data analyst: never stop analyzing

● GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG sample 1-08-97.1 
grown by Loren Pfeiffer and Ken West

● Data acquired over a two-day resonance 
scan started on Feb. 18, 1999

● Never stop analyzing data

● Sometimes you have a question and look 
for the answer, and sometimes you have 
the answer (data) and look for the 
question



Writing papers

Remarkable! Intriguing! Venue!



Building a new lab at Columbia



Setting up a lab is hard work

● Testing is crucial

● Before you can fill a lab, you 
have to empty it

● Accidents happen, especially 
in shipping

● Be friendly with service 
engineers



Hard work pays off

Now we can graduate?!

Early 2004?



Aron the negotiator

● Always ask suppliers for 
discounts … again and again and 
again!

● Free is even better!



Aron the teacher: deadlines are optional



Aron the motivator: chocolate



Aron’s network



Aron the traveler

We were lucky and were able to join several international conferences



CEPSR 9th Floor Community: the Golden Age



Aron the proud advisor



Aron’s impact on our careers: Cyrus

Spectroscopy has been a common thread through many different fields of study



Aron’s impact on our careers: Irene

Optics has been a common thread through many different fields of study





Around the world

June 8, 2009 Rui met with Aron and Gladys in 
Beijing, China. 

2006 ID met Aron and Glayds in 
Amsterdam

Aug. 27, 2007 Cyrus met with Aron in Los Gatos, CA

Aug. 29, 2013 Cyrus met with Aron and Gladys in 
London, UK



Aron the supporter



Thank you, Aron!

We will miss you!


